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A B S T R A C T

Numerical modelling of the degradation of P92 and VM12 martensitic stainless steels in gaseous (i) 70% CO2-
30%H2O and (ii) Ar-50%CO2 at 550 °C is reported, emphasising the formation of duplex oxide scale and internal
carburisation. A 1D numerical model is presented for the evolution of multiphase regions, subject to a Robin-
type boundary condition representing a Boudouard surface reaction. The surface reaction kinetics at the spinel/
substrate interface and the carbon transport kinetics in the substrate result in unusual carbon concentration
profiles, measured here by glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES). Analysis of experimental
data indicates that moisture decreases the rate of the surface reaction, despite higher carbon activity of the gas.

1. Introduction

Alloy steels [1–4] and model Fe-Cr alloys [5] exposed at high
temperatures to gaseous CO2 develop oxide scales and simultaneously
undergo internal carburisation. Martensitic steels (9–12 wt.% Cr) are
subject to this form of attack, a matter of concern as they possess the
creep strength necessary for power station service. Volume fractions of
carbide precipitated can be large, reducing the ductility of the metal.
Furthermore, removal of chromium from the alloy matrix (as pre-
cipitated carbide) close to the metal/scale interface ultimately renders
the steel incapable of forming a protective scale. The phase transfor-
mations involved are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Carburisation occurs despite the low carbon activity of the gas be-
cause the reacting metal is in contact with the underside of its scale,
where the oxygen partial pressure, pO2, is controlled at a low value by
the local equilibrium

+ =M 1/2 O MO2 (1)

where M indicates the relevant metal. Formation of carbides beneath an
oxide scale obviously means that carbon penetrates the scale. As gra-
phite is usually not formed, carbon is assumed to be present as CO and
CO2, in proportions controlled by the equilibrium
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The equilibrium carbon activity is then found from the Boudouard
equilibrium which is catalysed by metal at low temperatures [6]

= +2CO CO C_2 (4)

where underlining denotes a solute species.
Noting that CO is produced by consumption of CO2 then the mass

balance
= +p p pT CO CO2 (5)

is proposed, where pT is an unknown value. It is then found [7] that the
carbon activity aC follows

=
+
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with =b p p/CO CO2. Quantitative agreement between the aC value cal-
culated on the assumption =p pT CO2 (gas phase) and the carbon ac-
tivity corresponding to the measured amount of carbide precipitated in
an Fe-9Cr model alloy exposed at 650 °C to Ar-50%CO2 was demon-
strated by Gheno et al. [7].

Given the fixed boundary condition at the scale-alloy interface re-
sulting from its local equilibrium, it is relatively easy to solve the dif-
fusion equations for internal carburisation, and to arrive at lifetime
predictions. At lower temperatures, however, this local equilibrium
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description does not hold. Boundary values for carbon concentrations at
the oxide-alloy interface have been found to increase with exposure
time in CO2 at 550 °C in the 9Cr-1Mo steels T91 [8] and P92 [9], and
the 12Cr steel VM12 [9]. Much longer exposures of a 9Cr-1Mo steel in
pressurised CO2 ( 42bar) showed that almost 20,000 h were required
to saturate a 1 mm thick sheet of steel with carbon at 600 °C [10,11].
Clearly, this slow approach to equilibrium must be explicitly taken into
account in any model used for lifetime prediction.

Recognising that reaction defined in (4) is not at equilibrium, ki-
netic descriptions for carbon injection into the metal have been pro-
posed [8–11]. In the simplest formulation, this rate (inward flux of
carbon JC ) is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the
actual concentration CC and the corresponding equilibrium value CC

eq:

=J C C( )C C
eq

C (7)

Solute carbon within the alloy then participates in two processes,
inward diffusion through the metal matrix and removal from the matrix
as chromium-rich carbide precipitates. The latter are immobile, inter-
facial effects are ignored and carbon diffusion is assumed to occur only
through the ferritic matrix. In this situation, the usual diffusion equa-
tion is replaced by
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where CC and CC
P are carbon concentration in matrix and carbide pre-

cipitates respectively. Solution of this equation requires specification of
the relationship between CC and CC

P. The appropriate expression is
found from the equilibrium statement for carbon between the two
phases. In the case of a binary chromium carbide, this is obtained from
its solubility product [9]. In the more general case of a solid solution
carbide in a multi-component system, the relevant thermodynamic data
must be used. The latter approach is employed here, using the ther-
modynamic database TCFE8 from Thermo-Calc.

The combined diffusion-precipitation equation (8) with boundary
condition (7) has been solved for the one-dimensional semi-infinite case
[9] and shown to describe well the increase with time of the carbon

concentration at the steel-oxide interface. More recently [10,11], a
numerical solution to the two-dimensional problem represented by a
thin sheet of steel near its edge has been developed and tested. The
latter model was shown to reproduce accurately the evolution with time
of carbon concentration profiles across the sheet. Despite these suc-
cesses, significant problems remain.

The primary aim of the present work is to rigorously derive a more
robust theoretical (and numerical) framework treating the kinetics of
non steady-state carburisation including the kinetics of the Boudouard
reaction and carbon diffusion in the ferritic matrix taking explicit ac-
count of varying precipitate volume fractions. The secondary purpose is
to study the influence of gas moisture content on carbon uptake ki-
netics. The unexpected value of diffusion coefficient of carbon in the
substrate derived from the analysis is also discussed in this paper.

2. Experimental details

For the present study two martensitic steels P92 and VM12 were
used as test materials. Detailed chemical compositions are given in
Table 1.

For the corrosion experiments, samples of dimension × ×20 10 2
mm were cut from the delivered alloy tubes. The specimens were ex-
posed at 550 °C to flowing Ar-50%CO2 or 70%CO2-30%H2O mixtures
for 24, 50, 100 and 150 h [12].

Prior to the oxidation tests, the specimens were ground to a P1200
surface finish with silicon carbide paper and degreased in ethanol. The
oxide scales and carbide precipitates formed during oxidation were
studied by the light optical microscopy. Elemental concentration pro-
files across the reaction zone were measured by glow discharge optical
emission spectroscopy (GDOES).

3. Experimental results

Metallographic cross-sections of the oxidation products developed
during reaction with 70%CO2-30%H2O mixtures are shown in Figs. 2
and 3 . Both steels formed an external scale of three layers: an outer-
most layer of Fe2O3, an intermediate Fe3O4 layer and an innermost
mixed (Fe3O4 + (Fe,Cr)3O4) layer. Beneath the scale is an internal
oxidation zone (IOZ). Etching the cross-sections using 25% NH3 solu-
tion reveals heavy carburisation of both alloys beneath their oxide
scales (Fig. 4).

The thickness of each oxide layer was measured and the results are
summarised in Table 2. The total oxide thickness (3-layered scale plus
IOZ) was measured, using the maximum in carbon concentration (see
below) as a marker for the IOZ front. As seen in Fig. 5, oxidation ki-
netics are found to follow the parabolic law. Similar plots for individual
product layers (not shown) reveal that each of the Fe2O3, Fe3O4 and
spinel layers thicken according to approximately parabolic kinetics.

Reaction of the steels with Ar-50%CO2 produced the same reaction
morphologies: a triple layered external oxide scale, a shallow internal
oxidation zone and a deep internal carburisation region [9]. Individual
layer thicknesses measured from the relevant micrographs are also
shown in Table 2. Total oxide thickness measured from the scale surface
to the maximum in carbon concentration at the IOZ front are also
plotted in Fig. 5.

Both steels oxidised more slowly in wet CO2 than in dry gas. In each
gas, slopes of the kinetic plots for the two steels are almost equal.
However, in dry gas, the total oxide thickness for P92 is greater than for

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of phase transformations in CO2 oxidation of
9Cr1Mo steel. Spinel denotes a mixture of Fe3O4 and (Fe,Cr)3O4. Gas includes
minority species resulting from metal oxidation reactions.

Table 1
Composition of studied alloys (in wt.%) analysed by inductively coupled optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and infrared analysis [9].

Alloy Cr Ni Mo C Nb Al W N V Si Mn Co Fe

P92 8.9 0.23 0.38 0.09 0.05 0.03 1.20 0.04 0.20 0.30 0.43 – Bal.
VM12 11.4 0.20 0.27 0.11 0.05 0.02 1.50 0.04 0.22 0.44 0.17 1.50 Bal.
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VM12, whereas in wet gas, oxide thicknesses are greater for VM12 than
for P92.

Internal carburisation zones were analysed using GDOES. Carbon
concentration profiles are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 . As is seen, the
maximum carbon concentration at the oxide-alloy interface increases
with exposure time in all cases. At any given depth within the steels, the
local carbon concentration also increases with reaction time. The total
penetration depth also, of course, increases with time, see values
summarised in Table 3.

In each gas, the carbon concentrations are greater in the higher Cr
content alloy, but the penetration depths less. In each steel, for any
given time, the dry gas produced higher boundary value carbon con-
centrations and deeper penetration depths than the wet gas.

4. Detailed description of modelling approach

During exposure to CO2 gaseous environments, steels develop an
external multilayer oxide scale consisting of outermost hematite,
magnetite and innermost Cr-rich mixed spinel layers, accompanied by
precipitation of Cr-rich carbides within the underlying substrate
(Fig. 1). As the concentration of carbon within the steel at the steel-
oxide interface continues to increase with time, this boundary is ob-
viously not at steady-state (or equilibrium) and attention to the way it
changes with time is necessary.

In this section, the kinetic model will be described in terms of the
boundary condition applied at the spinel/substrate interface and the
treatment of carbon diffusion in the substrate. The metal loss due to
oxidation will be ignored here.

Time integration of the system of equations which results is per-
formed numerically, using non-linear General PDE solvers implemented
in the COMSOL® v. 5.4 software package.

4.1. On the surface reaction at the spinel/substrate interface

No attempt is made here to account for the transport of carbon or
oxygen [13] through the oxide scale, for which inadequate information
is available. A possible mechanism involving both pore and oxide grain
boundary diffusion has been proposed elsewhere [10]. Here, instead,
attention is focused on the boundary conditions which apply for carbon
at the spinel/substrate interface.

It is assumed [7,9] that local equilibrium among the species CO,
CO2, oxygen and carbon via Eqs. (1)–(4) is in effect within the oxide in
contact with the steel. However, in the early stages of reaction, carbon
activities within the steel at this interface increase with time, as shown
by the increasing carbon concentrations (Figs. 6 and 7). It is concluded
therefore that carbon is not equilibrated across the scale-alloy interface,
but rather it is drawing nearer to local equilibrium [10,11]. The Bou-
douard reaction defined in Eq. (4), which produces the carbon, is ex-
tremely slow in the gas phase at this temperature, but can be catalysed
at metal surfaces [14–16]. Accordingly, it is recognised that there is a
kinetic impediment to carbon transfer from oxide to scale. Formally,
this can be attributed to an energy barrier equivalent to an increase in
carbon chemical potential, µC

b, at the interface. A schematic energy
profile for carbon near this interface is shown in Fig. 8.

The net inward diffusive flux of carbon across the spinel/substrate
interface JC thus can be described by:

Fig. 2. Oxide scales grown on P92 steel reacted with 70%CO2–30%H2O for (A)
50 and (B) 150 h.

Fig. 3. Oxide scales grown on VM12 steel reacted with 70%CO2–30%H2O for
(A) 50 and (B) 150 h.
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where µC
eq and µC are the chemical potential of carbon at the spinel/

substrate interface, at equilibrium and the actual, instantaneous value,
respectively, R and T have their usual meanings, and JC,0 is the con-
ventional pre-exponential kinetic factor.

By applying:
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where µ0 is the reference chemical potential, Eq. (9) can be simplified
as:
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where aC
eq and aC are the activity of carbon, at equilibrium and in-

stantaneously at the spinel/substrate interface, respectively. The value
of aC

eq derived from the Boudouard reaction can be theoretically de-
termined by the C/O gas equilibrium at the spinel/substrate interface
[7].

Eq. (11) has the same form as Eq. (7), but makes explicit the role of

Fig. 4. Internal carburisation developed in (A) P92 and (B) VM12 alloy reacted
with 70%CO2-30%H2O at 550 °C.

Table 2
Thickness of each oxide layer (in µm) for P92 and VM12 alloys exposed to
70%CO2–30%H2O or Ar–50%CO2 gas at 550 °C.

Gas Alloy Oxide layer =t 24h =t 50h =t 100h =t 150h

Ar–50%CO2 P92 Fe2O3 NA ±4.1 0.5 NA ±3.2 0.2
Fe3O4 NA ±6.1 0.2 NA ±10.2 0.6
Spinel NA ±8.4 0.3 NA ±10.4 0.8
IOZ NA ±0.7 0.2 NA ±2.5 0.3

VM12 Fe2O3 NA ±4.5 0.4 NA ±8.4 0.5
Fe3O4 NA ±3.5 0.4 NA ±4.2 0.4
Spinel NA ±4.2 0.5 NA ±7.7 0.6
IOZ NA ±2.2 0.4 NA ±4.4 0.4

70%CO2-
30%H2O

P92 Fe2O3 ±1.5 0.2 ±2.8 0.2 ±2.8 0.3 ±3.6 0.4
Fe3O4 ±3.7 0.3 ±4.2 0.2 ±5.5 0.2 ±5.7 0.2
Spinel ±2.7 0.2 ±4.5 0.2 ±5.4 0.1 ±5.7 0.1
IOZ ±1.6 0.5 ±1.7 0.1 ±2.8 0.2 ±4.4 0.2

VM12 Fe2O3 ±2.0 0.2 ±1.8 0.5 ±2.0 0.1 ±4.3 0.3
Fe3O4 ±2.8 0.2 ±3.4 0.5 ±3.6 0.8 ±5.2 0.3
Spinel ±2.5 0.3 ±3.2 0.1 ±3 1 ±5.4 0.6
IOZ ±1.5 0.2 ±2.8 0.5 ±3.5 0.4 ±5.5 0.5

Fig. 5. Derived evolution of total oxide thickness by carbon concentration
profiles measured by GDOES. Parabolic scaling kinetics are found.

Fig. 6. In-depth carbon mole fraction profile in P92 and VM12 reacted with
Ar–50%CO2 at 550 °C, measured by GDOES, after [9].
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the interfacial energy barrier in controlling the rate of carbon injection.
The value of aC

eq calculated from Eqs. (1)–(4) for the gases used here
exceeds unity. [The carbon activity is predicted to be 14 and 366 by
assuming = ×p 2 10O

22
2 and ×3 10 28Pa (for a total =p 0.5CO2 atm) at

the spinel/substrate interface, for P92 and VPM12 respectively. The
carbon activity is predicted to be 1.52 and 1.72 at ferrite/cementite
equilibrium for P92 and VPM12 respectively.] On the assumption that
other processes such as graphite precipitation prevent such high values,
the equilibrium carbon activity is set equal to one.

The surface reaction coefficient of carbon [m·s ]a
1 is here defined

as:

= J
µ

RT
V
a

exp{ }a C,0
C
b

m

C
eq (12)

where Vm is the alloy molar volume. Here a is taken to be alloy com-
position and gas chemistry specific, and also temperature dependent,
i.e.

=J V T a a{ }( )aC m C
eq

C (13)

4.2. On the diffusion of carbon in the substrate

Instead of solving the diffusional field of all elements in the sub-
strate, only carbon is considered here. This is reasonable because no
significant (long range) chemical inhomogeneity apart from carbon has
been observed to result from either oxidation or carburisation of 9Cr
steels at this temperature [9].

Because such large volumes of carbide are precipitated, it is ne-
cessary to take account of the changes in ferrite volume fraction. Fick's
first law describing the carbon flux JC in the carburised substrate can be
written as:

= + =J J J f D C f D Cv vC C C
P

C C
P

C
P

C
P (14)

where JC and JC
P are the flux of carbon through ferrite and carbide

precipitate, DC and DP are the chemical diffusion coefficients of carbon
in ferrite and carbide precipitate respectively, fv and fv

P are the volume
fraction of ferrite (the matrix) and carbide respectively, with

+ =f f 1v v
P . The concentration of component i in phase k is defined as:

=C N V/i
k

i
k k

m (15)

with Ni
k the molar fraction of component i in phase k, and V k

m the molar
volume of phase k, assuming V k

m to be independent of minor composi-
tional change.

In fact, Eq. (14) is valid only for prismatic shaped phases with the
flux in a direction parallel to the prismatic axis. Errors arising from the
application of this approximation are relatively small [17], and are
ignored here. Because carbon diffuses only slowly in carbides, Eq. (14)
can be approximated:

=J f D CvC C C (16)

It is convenient to use the total carbon concentration =C N V/C C m
(where NC is the (local) total carbon mole fraction averaged over all
phases in the substrate) as the state variable. The total carbon con-
centration is related to the local ferrite carbon concentration by equi-
librium, as specified by the phase diagram. Formally, one writes

=J f D C
C

Cd
dvC C

C

C
C (17)

This formulation has two advantages. First, it describes the distribution
of total carbon, which is the quantity measured by GDOES. Second, it
avoids the need to describe precipitation kinetics by incorporating an
explicit statement of instantaneous local equilibrium between ferrite
and carbide.

The continuity (mass balance) equation is then written in the usual
form

+ =JC 0C C (18)

Eqs. (18) and (17) give

=C D C·( )C C
eff

C (19)

where the effective diffusion coefficient of carbon DC
eff is carbon con-

centration dependent, consistent with:

=D f D C
C

d
dvC

eff
C

C

C (20)

Fig. 9 shows calculated values of DC
eff as a function of total mol

fraction of carbon NC at 550 °C, for P92 and VM12 alloys by assuming

Fig. 7. In-depth carbon mole fraction profile in P92 and VM12 reacted with
70%CO2–30%H2O at 550 °C, measured by GDOES, after [12].

Table 3
Carburisation depth (in µm) derived from GDOES profiles as a function of time
in P92 and VM12 during exposure at 550 °C in 70%CO2–30%H2O or
Ar–50%CO2 gas.

Gas Alloy =t 24 h =t 50 h =t 100 h =t 150 h

Ar-50%CO2 P92 75 97 99 115
VM12 64 69 81 83

70%CO2-30%H2O P92 NA 61 94 99
VM12 33 41 47 NA

Fig. 8. Illustration of distribution of chemical potential of carbon.
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thermodynamic equilibrium. Values of DC , fv , NC , Vm and Vm are cal-
culated by using Thermo-Calc 2018b incorporated with the thermo-
dynamic and molar volume assessment in the TCFE8 database and the
mobility assessment in the MOBFE4 database.

In addition, carbon diffusion is related to the total carbon con-
centration through its effects on microstructure within the carbide

precipitation zone. Additional diffusion paths are provided by carbide/
ferrite interfaces, and by dislocations within the ferrite. A correction
factor, , is introduced to account for these effects:

=D C D{ }C
eff,corr

C C
eff (21)

where depends only on CC at any given temperature. The functional
form of the correction factor is not clear: whilst interfacial diffusion
obviously depends on the area of precipitate-ferrite interface per unit
volume, that area depends on the number density and shape of pre-
cipitates as well as CC. As the competition between precipitate nu-
cleation and growth changes with depth [18] the carbide-ferrite inter-
facial area per unit volume decreases.

The volume change accompanying precipitation is small, but sig-
nificant at about 7%. The extent to which this can be accommodated
likely varies with depth, and therefore CC. Consumption of metal at the
scale-alloy interface can inject vacancies into the substrate, alleviating
the compressive stress due to precipitation in the subsurface alloy re-
gion [19]. Deeper within the carburised zone, this effect will not be
available (carbon diffusion is much faster than ferrite lattice diffusion),
and enhanced dislocation generation in the ferrite is expected to result.

In view of the difficulties in quantifying these various effects on the
effective carbon diffusion coefficient, the functional form of is ad-
justed to give the best fit to each GDOES profile.

5. Modelling results

The measured carbon profiles in Figs. 6 and 7, show total carbon
concentration, CC, i.e. the sum of the contributions from carbon solute
in the ferrite and carbon contained in carbide precipitates. Their shapes
are controlled by carbon injection at the scale-alloy interface (Eq. (13)),
diffusion in the ferrite matrix (Eq. (16)) and local equilibrium between
precipitate and matrix carbon (the derivative in Eq. (17)). Using the
effective value of DC

eff,corr given by Eq. (21), which treats short circuit
diffusion, these equations are solved by assuming a fixed position of the
scale-alloy interface.

Solutions are fitted to each measured profile (in the substrate re-
gion), minimising the residuals in CC by adjusting values of both C{ }C
and a. The numerical scheme for fitting is outlined in Appendix A. It
should be noted that both C{ }C and a are independent of t in each
fitting operation for the sake of simplicity. However, different C{ }C and

a are found by fitting carbon distribution curves measured from
samples exposed for different times.

Figs. 11 and 12 compare the resulting fitted carbon profiles with
measurements. They show very good agreement. Values of a and
(averaged over CC) emerging from this procedure are plotted in Figs. 13
and 14 . It is seen that (1) both a and vary with time, (2) the kinetic
constant a is higher for VM12 than for P92 steel, and (3) a is higher
for samples exposed to Ar-50%CO2 than for those reacted with
70%CO2-30%H2O.

It should be emphasised that the position of the oxide/alloy inter-
face is assumed to be fixed in these calculations. The advancing metal/
scale interface can cause the pile-up of carbon at the metal/scale in-
terface and thus accelerate the carbon ingress. The value derived for a
thus will be decreased if metal consumption is considered.

Here a simple estimation of carbon uptake contributed by metal loss
is conducted. If it is assumed that carbide precipitates are oxidised
when the interface arrives, and all carbon thereby released diffuses into
the metal, the mass balance for carbon rewriting from Eq. (13) then
yields:

= +J V a a C V v( )aC m C
eq

C C m (22)

where CC is total carbon concentration at the spinel/substrate interface
and the interface moving velocity v can be approximated as scaling
with t1/ , following the parabolic law.

By using the maximum CC derived from each carbon profile and the

Fig. 9. Predicted effective diffusion coefficient of carbon (DC
eff ), carbon activity

aC (relative to graphite) and equilibrium volume fractions of carbides ( fv
P) as a

function of molar fraction of carbon NC in P92 (dot lines) and VM12 (solid lines)
alloys at 550 °C; calculations were done either by only considering M23C6
carbide (black), or by also considering M7C3 carbide (red). Measured max
carbon concentration by GDOES for each sample at 0 ( ), 24 ( ), 50 ( ), 100
( ) and 150 (☆) hours are displayed on top of the figure for comparisons.

Fig. 10. Predicted volume of ferrite and M23C6 phases per mole of metal atoms
dissolved in M23C6.
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parabolic corrosion constant fitted to measured oxide thickness, the
inward flux of carbon at the spinel/substrate interface due to oxidation,
N vC (where NC is total molar fraction of carbon at the interface), has
been evaluated. Values for the four different reaction scenarios are
plotted in Fig. 15 (solid lines), and compared with those contributed by
the surface reaction calculated from numerical simulations (dot lines),
i.e. a a( )a C

eq
C . It is seen that the influence of metal loss due to

oxidation on the surface uptake is relatively small.

6. Discussion

6.1. On the time-dependent carbon uptake kinetics

Eq. (20) describes the uncorrected effective diffusion coefficient of
carbon in a volume-fixed frame of reference. The carbon concentration
dependent effective diffusion coefficient evaluated in this way for P92
and VM12 is shown in Fig. 9. The maximum fv value for all samples
ranges from 0.84 to 0.94 (calculated from Thermo-Calc and measured
carbon mole fraction, see Fig. 9) while calculated DC

eff ranges from 10 17

to 10 14 m2/s. Clearly, the variation in fv contributes rather little to the
changes in evaluated DC

eff . However, the C Cd /dC C term, which relates

Fig. 11. Predicted carbon profile in comparison with measurements [9] for P92
alloy and VM12 alloy, exposed to Ar–50%CO2 gas at 550 °C.

Fig. 12. Predicted carbon profile in comparison with measurements for P92
alloy and VM12 alloy, exposed to 70%CO2–30%H2O gas at 550 °C.

Fig. 13. Estimated surface reaction parameter a as a function of time, for P92
and VM12 samples exposed to Ar–50%CO2 and 70%CO2–30%H2O gas at
550 °C.
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the ferrite carbon concentration to that of carbon tied-up in carbide
precipitates, shows a very strong carbon concentration dependency,
varying from 10 5 at =N 0.01C to 10 104 3 at =N 0.05C . This
reflects the fact that additions of carbon to the steel are almost all
precipitated as carbide. Because most carbon is in the form of com-
pounds in which substitutional carbon diffusion is negligible, this sig-
nificantly reduces DC

eff values. Simplified approaches have previously
been adopted [9,20] where the C Cd /dC C term is approximated as
composition independent, and is evaluated by averaging over the
composition range.

Two different carbide precipitation zones are predicted for VM12,
where M7C3 is predicted to be stable for N 3.4%C , after exposure to
Ar-50%CO2 for 50 h and more, under local equilibrium assumptions.
However no such behaviour is observed in the GDOES profiles in Fig. 6,
where a discontinuity in the concentration gradient might be expected
at N 3.4%C . There are three reasons this discontinuity is obscured.

First, the assumption of local equilibrium at the interface between
(ferrite + M23C6) and (ferrite + M7C3) zones requires instantaneous
conversion of one carbide to the other as the carbon activity rises
through the value corresponding to =N 3.4%C . In fact, the solid state
reaction

+ =27C 7M C 23M C23 6 7 3 (23)

is slow, even at much higher temperatures [21,22], where a shell of the
higher carbide forms around a core of the first-formed M23C6.

Furthermore, the carbides substitute iron for chromium to differing
extents, and the two compounds co-exist in an intermediate region
between M7C3 and M23C6 [22] zones.

Finally, the GDOES technique relies for its depth resolution on
uniform sputtering of the composite ferrite + carbide material.
Inevitably, irregularities in the bottom of the sputter crater lead to si-
multaneous sampling of material from different depths.

All three phenomena contribute to a spreading of the boundary
between the two carbide zones, and the apparent absence of any dis-
continuous change between them. Nonetheless, the shape of the carbon
profiles found immediately beneath the surface of VM12 after reaction
for long times in dry CO2 is different. The curves are clearly convex
upwards, unlike those found in the other three reactions.

Eq. (21) takes into account the effect on the carbon diffusion coef-
ficient of accelerated diffusion at extended defects, such as phase in-
terfaces (e.g. ferrite/carbide interface), grain boundaries and disloca-
tions. Estimated values of (averaged over carbon concentration up to
the measured maximum levels) are plotted in Fig. 14. In the cases
where short-term data are available, initially high average values are
seen to decrease with time. Early stage values of are higher in dry CO2
reaction than in wet gas. The dependency of on CC is shown in more
detail in Fig. 16, for the VM12 alloy exposed to Ar-50%CO2. One can
see that the maximum value of is decreasing with time. The corre-
sponding CC at the location of maximum , however, is increasing with
time.

It is possible that the principal effect on is the contribution of
diffusion along precipitate-ferrite interfaces. In that case, the magnitude
of the effect is related to the volume fraction of carbide (and hence CC)
but also to precipitate size, which determines the surface area to vo-
lume ratio, and precipitate shape and orientation. The last have not
been characterised, and are not considered here.

The two alloys in both gases are qualitatively similar, and the ex-
ample of VM12 reacted in dry CO2 is shown in Figs. 17 and 16 . As seen,
in each case has its maximum value at a rather low carbon content,
corresponding to a region near the carbide precipitation front. It de-
creases from there, towards higher carbon levels, i.e. back towards the
steel-oxide interface where carbon levels and carbide volume fractions
are highest, see Fig. 17. It is concluded on this basis that carbide volume
fraction is not the important factor determining .

Precipitate size variation has not been determined, but is expected
to increase with increasing depth [18], because existing precipitate
growth is more favoured at lower carbon fluxes, when the super-
saturation required to nucleate new ones is more slowly achieved.

Fig. 14. Estimated carbon diffusion coefficient correction factor (averaged
over CC) as a function of time, for P92 and VM12 samples exposed to
Ar–50%CO2 and 70%CO2–30%H2O gas at 550 °C.

Fig. 15. Estimated inward flux of carbon at the spinel/substrate interface J VC m
contributed by oxidation N vC (solid lines), in comparisons with those con-
tributed by the surface reaction a a( )a C

eq
C (dot lines).

Fig. 16. Derived CC dependent for the VM12 alloy exposed to Ar–50%CO2 at
24, 50, 100 and 150 h.
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Larger precipitates have smaller surface area to volume ratios, and
therefore provide less diffusion acceleration. It is therefore concluded
that the precipitate/matrix interfacial diffusion is not the major factor
accounting for variation of through the carburised zone.

It is possible that dislocations generated by phase transformation
strain are responsible for accelerated diffusion of carbon. This can be
introduced by volume expansion during precipitation, because ferrite
has a smaller molar volume (respective to metal atoms dissolved in
M23C6) than M23C6 precipitates ( 7 8% expansion, see predictions by
Thermo-Calc in Fig. 10); a compressive stress is thus expected in ferrite
matrix around precipitates. As noted in Section 4, metal consumption at
the scale-alloy interface can provide space for internal carbides to form,
but this effect is diminished at greater depths, where stresses are ex-
pected to be larger, and where in fact the largest increases in are seen.
Interface lattice misfit between ferrite and M23C6 is also expected be-
tween ferrite and M23C6 phases at different crystallographic planes
[23]. This hypothesis could in principle be validated by further ex-
perimentations, such as correlative electron channelling contrast ima-
ging under controlled diffraction conditions (cECCI) and high-resolu-
tion electron backscatter diffraction (HR-EBSD) [24].

Fig. 13 plots derived values of the surface reaction rate parameter
a. Values are approximately time-invariant in most cases, but a de-

crease in a from an initially high value is seen in the early stages of
reaction for VM12 exposed to dry CO2. As seen in the subsequent sec-
tion, the faster interfacial rates evidenced by VM12 are a consequence
of its chemistry. However, the explanation for the slowing of rate with
time in dry CO2 is not revealed by present results.

6.2. On the influence of moisture

When water vapour is present, the surface reaction rate constant, a,
evaluated by fitting the carbon profiles, is significantly reduced: by up
to 2 times for P92 and 7 for VM12 (Fig. 13). More simply, the
extent of alloy carburisation is obviously reduced by the presence of
water vapour (Table 3).

The presence of moisture in the gas could affect the reaction by two
distinct mechanisms which have opposite effects: (1) the H2Omolecules
or species derived from them can occupy oxide grain boundary sites and
surface sites within the oxide pores, and perhaps on the oxide-scale
interface, partially blocking CO access, and thereby slowing the C in-
jection process. Thus selective uptake of H-bearing species decreases
carbon penetration of an oxide [7]; (2) the reaction H2O + M = H2 +
MO could facilitate the syngas reaction H2 +CO = H2O + C, which is
usually faster than the Boudouard reaction, thus potentially accel-
erating the C injection.

The first possibility was suggested by Gheno et al. [7]. In that work,
the estimate of carbon activity aC at the spinel/substrate interface de-
rived from measurements of carburisation extent and rate when H2O
was present were consistently lower than predicted from the local
equilibrium model, whereas agreement was realised in the case of dry
CO2 reaction. The second possibility was the theory adopted by the
early workers [25,26] on the British Magnox reactor and by those
working on the advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR). For the second
possibility, considering the equilibrium of H2O + M = H2 + MO re-
action with pO2 controlled by oxidation reactions, if +p pH O H2 2 is equal
to that in the gas phase, we have p p/ 0.31H O H2 2 calculated at the
spinel/substrate interface for both P92 and VM12 alloys. This is sig-
nificantly smaller than the value in the gas phase of ×2.2 108. Higher
values of pH2 at the spinel/substrate interface are expected to accelerate
the syngas reaction H2 +CO = H2O + C reaction which would also
inject carbon into the metal. As this does not occur, it is concluded that
the syngas reaction is unimportant compared with the selective uptake
of H-bearing species by the oxide, which impedes carbon penetration of
the scale.

It is relevant that moisture also influences the rate of oxide scale
growth. As seen in Fig. 5, scale thicknesses produced in wet gas are
smaller than those grown in dry CO2, the effect being more marked for
P91 than for VM12. Scale growth is diffusion controlled, and thus the
rate, for a given steel, depends only on the boundary conditions and
diffusion coefficients within the oxides. Clearly, water vapour affects
one or both of these. This supports the conclusion that H2O or some
species derived from it preferentially occupies oxide grain boundary
and/or surface sites, thereby slowing scale growth as well as partially
excluding CO2 and/or CO.

There is a third way in which water vapour could affect carbon
uptake and the rate constant a: interaction with the steel surface be-
neath the scale at positions where reaction defined in (4) is catalysed.
The simplest way in which this could occur would be via preferential
adsorption or reaction by H2O, or some species derived from it, at these
sites. The remaining question is why VM12 is significantly more sen-
sitive to the water vapour effect than P91 (Fig. 13). The answer would
be expected to be related to the factors contributing to the generally
higher values of a evidenced by VM12. This steel contains cobalt,
which, because of its low reactivity to oxygen, remains as finely dis-
persed metallic particles at and near the oxide-steel interface [9]. The
resulting large metal surface area is thought to provide enhanced cat-
alysis to the Boudouard reaction. If water vapour can interact with the
cobalt surface, it is expected to affect its catalytic activity, thereby ex-
plaining the substantial decrease in a observed.

7. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, the corrosive attack of martensitic (9-12%Cr) stainless
steels by Ar–50%CO2 and 70%CO2–30%H2O at 550 °C is considered.
The following specific conclusions can be drawn from this work:

• In these cases, degradation is characterised by a triple oxide scale
(including an Fe-rich haematite layer, a magnetite layer and a Cr-
rich spinel phase region) and the internal carburisation.
• A 1D kinetic model has been developed in this work, including the
description of surface reaction (of carbon) applied at the spinel/
substrate interface and the treatment of carbon diffusion in the
(semi-infinite) substrate.
• The kinetics of carburisation are determined by the effective diffu-
sion coefficient of carbon in a ferrite + carbide region, as well as a
surface reaction rate parameter which characterises the sluggish
Boudouard reaction at the spinel/metal interface.
• Carbon diffusion in ferrite is much too slow to support the observed
rates of internal carburisation. Here, a composition-dependent cor-
rection factor C{ }C has been introduced, which allows carbon
profiles measured by GDOES to be reproduced. The physics behind

Fig. 17. Derived position dependent for the VM12 alloy exposed to
Ar–50%CO2 at 24, 50, 100 and 150 h.
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C{ }C can be linked to the concentration of defects where the short-
circuit diffusion occurs.
• C{ }C is found to be time-dependent, with its maximum value de-
creasing with time, and the corresponding CC at the maximum
increasing with time. This is thought to be due to changes in pre-
cipitate volume fraction and size, along with alterations in strain
within ferrite induced by volume changes.
• The influence of moisture on the surface reaction kinetics is found to
be more significant for the VM12 alloy than for P92.
• Surface reaction rate parameters a show that moisture content
slows the rate of carbon uptake. Water vapour molecules, or species
derived therefrom, partially block sites for carbon diffusion, and for
the metal catalysed Boudouard reaction. Future work is needed to
detail the mechanisms involved.
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Appendix A. Numerical scheme of fitting

The method outlined below allows a concentration-dependent effective carbon diffusion coefficient correction factor C{ }C to be derived from
each measured carbon concentration profile.

For a 1D diffusion equation with a carbon concentration dependent diffusion coefficient D C{ }C
eff,corr

C :

=C
t x

D C C
x

{ }C
C
eff,corr

C
C

(24)

where x is the distance. Integrating Eq. (24) with respect to x holding t constant gives [27]:

=D C x
x

{ { }}
·dx

C x t
t

C x t
x

C
eff,corr

C

{ , }
1

{ , }

C 1

C
(25)

where the C x t
x
{ , }C and C x{ }C terms can be obtained from experiment, while the C x t

t
{ , }C 1 term can be derived from numerical simulations with

estimated D C{ }C
eff,corr

C and a.
For each iteration, D C{ }C

eff,corr
C is first calculated by using Eq. (25), and a is then adjusted to give the best fit to the concentration profile.

Iterations stop when both D C{ }C
eff,corr

C and a have converged.
It should be mentioned that Eq. (25) applies to any boundary conditions imposed, including the surface reaction one adopted in this paper.
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